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Solar rule change misguided but not a big deal 
Today’s announcement by the Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC) is a misguided approach to 
dealing with the increasing take-up of solar PV and other distributed energy resources. But media coverage 
emphasising the possibility of charging solar owner to export should not deter existing and prospective solar 
owners from investing in the benefits of solar. 

 The proposal is a draft rule change subject to public comment – nothing will change quickly. 

 Charges will not be compulsory or across the board for all solar owners. 

 Any new charges will only apply in certain times and circumstances. 

 There is a robust mechanism for approval of new charges by TasNetworks and retailers such as Aurora 
Energy. 

Proposed charges are less likely in Tasmania because: 

 Tasmania does not have the high levels of solar installation that occurs in other states (the rule change 
was co-sponsored by SA Power Networks. In SA in some circumstance solar generates all the power 
being used in the state). 

 Most of Tasmania’s electricity comes from hydro power which can be readily scaled back when solar 
and wind output is high (local situations can still arise where there is a lot of solar in a suburb and the 
distribution network is not sufficiently robust to accept local generation without problems). 

Even if new charges are introduced there will be ways for solar owners to work around the charges for their 
own benefit (which also benefits the network and other consumers): 

 Solar owners can change the time they use electricity to maximise the savings from their solar and 
avoid possible export charges. The easiest way to do this is with a timer that heats hot water when the 
sun is shining. 

 Solar owners with batteries or electric vehicles can use these to store their solar generation at times 
they might otherwise be charged to export it to the grid.  

Punishing solar owners with extra charges is a misguided way to fund changes that need to be made to 
upgrade the distribution network. It is also discriminatory. Large power stations are not charged to use the 
network to export power, neither should solar owners.  

There are many positive ways of encouraging consumers to invest in new technology and change their 
behaviour in ways that benefit all consumers. These include time-of-use tariffs, better feed-in tariffs and 
virtual power plants. Charging consumers for feeding energy into the grid sends the wrong message at a time 
when we need to be maximising the use of renewable energy.  
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